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Abstrat
We study the inuene of repulsive interations on an ensemble of oupled exitable
rotators. We nd that a moderate fration of repulsive interations an trigger global ring
of the ensemble. The regime of global ring, however, is suppressed in suiently large
systems if the network of repulsive interations is fully random, due to self-averaging in its
degree distribution. We thus introdue a model of partially random networks with a broad
degree distribution, where self-averaging due to size growth is absent. In this ase, the regime
of global ring persists for large sizes. Our results extend previous work on the onstrutive
eets of diversity in the olletive dynamis of omplex systems.
1 Introdution
Noise and disorder an have a variety of eets on the olletive dynamis of omplex sys-
tems suh as biologial populations, hemial reations, osillator ensembles, among others.
Somehow paradoxially, suh eets often play a onstrutive role in induing oherent be-
haviour in the system [1, 2, 3℄. An already lassial example is the phenomenon of stohasti
resonane, where noise of appropriate intensity enhanes the response of a system to an os-
illatory external foring [4℄. A similar eet in an extended system an be aused by the
presene of some degree of heterogeneity amongst the onstituents, a phenomenon named
diversity-indued resonane [5℄. Also, a ertain degree of strutural disorder in a network an
make the propagation of information onsiderably more eient [6℄.
It was reently shown that, in an ensemble of oupled exitable rotators, noise and disorder
are able to trigger global ring [7℄. During these events, a substantial fration of the ensemble
is exited almost synhronously, so that the joint ring of all those elements gives rise to a
olletive proess whih an be deteted at marosopi level. This phenomenon has been
observed under the ation of additive noise, when stohasti terms are added to the evolution
equations, or under ensemble heterogeneity, when the parameters that dene the individual
dynamis of the rotators dier all over the ensemble. Sine these previous studies onsidered
all-to-all (global) homogeneous oupling between elements, the eet of disorder in their
interation network was not analysed.
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Global oupling has frequently been invoked as an analytially tratable interation pat-
tern for whih several systems are ompletely solvable [8℄. In real situations, however, the
interation pattern is usually heterogeneous, with dierent weights for eah pair of inter-
ating elements. Some systems, suh as neural networks, even require the onsideration of
interations of dierent signs, to aount for exitatory and inhibitory oupling [9, 10, 11℄.
Interation patterns with attrative and repulsive weights in ensembles of oupled dynamial
elements was rst addressed by Daido [12, 13, 14℄. Their eet on the stability of synhro-
nisation in an ensemble of phase osillators, in terms of the relative number and strength
of positive and negative ouplings, has been studied reently [15℄. It was found that a er-
tain fration of suiently strong repulsive interations, distributed at random over the
interation pattern, is able to indue a transition from the highly oherent state of full
synhronisation, where all elements osillate in phase, to an unsynhronised state.
The presene of randomly sattered negative ouplings in the interation pattern of an
ensemble of dynamial elements is a soure of strutural disorder, omplementary to noise
and to the heterogeneity of the ensemble. It is therefore natural to study its eets on the
olletive dynamis of oupled exitable elements and, in partiular, on the phenomenon of
global ring. This is our aim in this paper, whih is organised as follows: In setion 2, we
introdue the model of oupled exitable rotators, and the order parameters used in the
haraterisation of the olletive marosopi behaviour of the ensemble. Next, in setion 3,
we onsider the ase when repulsive interations form a fully random (Erd®s-Rényi) network.
In this ase, global ring is observed for nite-size systems but, due to self-averaging in the
degree distribution of fully random networks, the phenomenon is suppressed in the limit
of innitely large ensembles. Thus, in setion 4, we introdue a model of partially random
networks where the relative dispersion of the degree distribution does not depend on the
size. When repulsive interations are distributed over suh a network, global ring is found
to persist for large systems. Our onlusions are disussed in the nal setion 5.
2 Model and order parameters
We onsider an ensemble of oupled ative rotators [16℄ with individual phases φj(t) ∈ [0, 2pi),
j = 1, . . . , N , whose dynamis is given by
φ˙j = ω − sinφj + C
N
N∑
k=1
Wkj sin(φk − φj). (1)
The oupling strength is measured by the parameter C ≥ 0, and eah fatorWkj weights the
interation of a spei rotator pair. These weights are symmetri, Wkj = Wjk. Attrative
and repulsive interations are haraterised, respetively, by Wkj > 0 and Wkj < 0.
The natural frequeny ω > 0 is the same for all rotators. For ω > 1 and in the absene
of oupling, the individual dynamis is osillatory, with an atual frequeny ω′ =
√
ω2 − 1.
The ase ω < 1 orresponds to exitable individual dynamis: for C = 0, the phase φj of
eah rotator has two xed points, one of them stable (φs < pi/2) and the other unstable
(φu > pi/2), at the two solutions of sinφj = ω. A perturbation of the stationary stable
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solution whih overomes the unstable xed point φu gives rise to the ring of the rotator,
in the form of a long phase exursion whih nally returns to the rest state φs. Throughout
this paper we fous the attention on the exitable regime ω < 1.
In our model noise is absent and, for C = 0, individual rotators are idential. Diversity
is thus restrited to disorder in the interation network, through the weights Wkj . Our main
aim is, in fat, to analyse the eets of this soure of diversity in the olletive dynamis of
the system.
If all the phases φj oinide with one of the two xed points of the individual dynamis, ei-
ther φs or φu, the ensemble is in a stationary state whih we refer to as full synhronisation
for any value of C. If the weights Wkj are positive for all k and j, the fully synhronised
state where all the rotators are in the rest state, φj = φs for all j, is stable. The stability of
this olletive rest state an break down, however, in the presene of repulsive interations,
when some of the weights Wkj are negative and their absolute value is large enough. In this
situation, generally, the ensemble does not reah an asymptoti stationary state. Individ-
ual phases an now rotate irregularly around their whole domain and, as we show below, a
regime of global ring where a fration of the ensemble is olletively entrained into long
exursions from the unstable xed point to the rest state beomes possible.
The olletive behaviour of the rotator ensemble, inluding possible transitions between
dierent dynamial regimes, is well haraterised by a set of order parameters dened in
terms of the individual phases φj(t). First, we take the average of the imaginary phase
exponentials
ρ(t) exp[iΨ(t)] =
1
N
N∑
j=1
exp[iφj(t)], (2)
and ompute the Kuramoto order parameter as ρ ≡ 〈ρ(t)〉, where 〈·〉 stands for the time
average over a long interval [8℄. This parameter is a diret measure of the degree of synhro-
nisation attained by the ensemble. For a fully synhronised state we have ρ = 1, whereas
ρ ∼ 1/√N for a state where phases are uniformly distributed over [0, 2pi).
The Kuramoto order parameter annot disern between the ase where phases are syn-
hronised at a xed point, as at the rest state φs, and the ase where they rotate oherently,
as expeted to our in a regime of global ring. To disriminate between stati and dynami
entrainment, we apply the order parameter introdued by Shinomoto and Kuramoto [16℄:
ζ = 〈|ρ(t) exp[iΨ(t)]− 〈ρ(t) exp[iΨ(t)]〉|〉 . (3)
This parameter diers from zero for synhronous ring only.
A third order parameter, frequently used in the analysis of stohasti transport[17℄, is
the urrent
J =
1
N
N∑
j=1
〈
φ˙j(t)
〉
. (4)
It measures the level of (not neessarily synhronised) ring over the whole ensemble.
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3 Erd®s-Rényi networks of repulsive links
First, we onsider an ensemble of rotators governed by Eq. (1), whose interation weights
are distributed at random aording to the following presription:
Wkj =
{
1 with probability 1− pd,
−κ with probability pd. (5)
The oeient κ > 0 measures the relative strength of repulsive and attrative interations,
and the probability pd xes the expeted fration of negative weights. Repulsive interations
dene a network whih, with the presription of Eq. (5), has the same struture as an Erd®s-
Rényi random network [18, 19, 20℄. On the average, the network of repulsive interations has
pdN(N−1)/2 links. We all Nj the set of neighbours of rotator j in that network. The mean
number of rotators in Nj is pd(N − 1), and the expeted dispersion around this average is
of order
√
N , so that the relative dispersion dereases with the size as 1/
√
N .
It is useful to rewrite Eq. (1) in terms of the quantities ρ(t) and Ψ(t) introdued in Eq.
(2), as
φ˙j = ω − sinφj + Cρ sin(Ψ− φj)
− C(1 + κ)
N
∑
k∈Nj
sin (φk − φj) . (6)
This equation desribes the evolution of φj(t) as governed by the interation with a single
(mean-eld) osillator with phase Ψ(t) with an eetive oupling strength Cρ(t) plus a
negative ontribution with oupling C(1 + κ) from the neighbourhood of rotator j in the
network of repulsive links.
3.1 Stability of the fully synhronised state
As advaned above, in the presene of repulsive interations, the state of full synhronisation
may be unstable. The stability ondition an be obtained from linearisation of Eq. (6).
Writing φj(t) = φs + δj(t), we get for the deviations from the xed point the equations
δ˙j = −
√
1− ω2 δj − Cδj − C(κ+ 1)
N
∑
k∈Nj
(δk − δj). (7)
Full synhronisation is stable if all the eigenvalues of the matrix
J = −(
√
1− ω2 + C)I− C(κ+ 1)
N
(M− N) (8)
are negative or have negative real parts. Here, I is the identity matrix, M = {Mkj} is the
adjaeny matrix of the network of repulsive links (dened as Mkj = 1 if there is a repulsive
link between rotators k and j, and Mkj = 0 otherwise), and N = {Nkj} is a diagonal matrix,
where Njj ≡ kj =
∑
iMij is the number of rotators in Nj namely, the degree of site j.
Whether the stability ondition for full synhronisation is fullled or not depends on the
spei realisation of the network of repulsive links. Even for the same probability pd, and
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Figure 1: Uppermost panel: Fration fd of realisations of the network of repulsive links for whih
the fully synhronised state is unstable, as a funtion of the probability pd, over series of 10
3
realisations. From left to right: N = 50 (⋄), 100 (△) and 200 (). The other parameters are
C = 4, κ = 10, and ω = 0.98. The vertial dotted line stands for the theoretial transition point,
p∗d ≈ 9.54 × 10−2, for an innitely large ensemble. The three lower panels show the Kuramoto
order parameter ρ, the Shinomoto-Kuramoto order parameter ζ, and the urrent J , for the same
realisations.
for xed values of C, ω and κ, the stability of full synhronisation depends on the partiular
distribution of negative weights. The uppermost panel of Fig. 1 shows numerial results for
the fration fd of realisations of the network of repulsive links for whih full synhronisation
is unstable, as a funtion of pd. As expeted, fd grows as the number of repulsive links
inreases. Dierent urves orrespond to dierent system sizes N .
Numerial results suggest that, for large N , there is a sudden transition from fd = 0 to
1 at a given value p∗d of the probability pd. An analytial estimate of p
∗
d an be obtained
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Figure 2: Left olumn: Time evolution of the olletive phase Ψ(t) (thik lines) and of the phases
of ten representative rotators (thin lines) in an ensemble of size N = 50, for three values of the
fration of repulsive links: (a) pd = 0.015, (b) 0.03, and () 0.1. The other parameters are C = 4,
κ = 10, and ω = 0.98. Right olumn: Time evolution of ρ(t), for the same realisations. The
horizontal dashed line stands for the threshold of osillatory behaviour, ρ = ω [7℄. The middle
panels orrespond to the regime of global ring.
from the assumption that the number of neighbours in the network of repulsive links is
the same for all rotators, i.e. that the number of rotators in Nj is the same for all j. This
approximation improves as N grows, beause as stated above the relative dispersion in the
number of rotators in Nj dereases as 1/
√
N . It implies that the matrix J an be written as
J = −(
√
1− ω2 + C − C(κ+ 1)pd)I− C(κ+ 1)
N
M. (9)
For N → ∞, the oeient in front of the matrix M tends to zero, suggesting that its
ontribution to J an be negleted in that limit. This intuitive argument implies that the
point at whih the maximum eigenvalue beomes positive for N →∞ is
p∗d =
C +
√
1− ω2
C(1 + κ)
. (10)
A more rigorous argument, onrming this ritial value for p∗d, an be obtained from exat
bounds for the eigenvalues of the matrix J in Eq. (8) oming from the so-alled semiirle
law [21℄, applied to matries M and N [15℄. The vertial dotted lines in the uppermost panel
of Fig. 1 stands for this ritial value p∗d.
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Close inspetion of the destabilisation of full synhronisation reveals that this transition
is triggered by the behaviour of the rotator j∗ with the largest number of repulsive links
as also observed to our in ensembles of oupled phase osillators [15℄. For a given value
of κ, as the fration pd of repulsive links grows, the xed point φs rst eases to be a
stable state for φj∗ . An arbitrarily small deviation in φj∗ leads to a dierent equilibrium
point, and full synhronisation breaks down, even when other rotators may remain mutually
synhronised. For small sizes N , the value of pd at whih the rotator j
∗
attains the number of
negative interation weights whih makes full synhronisation unstable depends sensibly on
the detailed struture of the network of repulsive links. This explains the smooth transition
in fd as pd grows. For large N , on the other hand, all sites in the network of repulsive links are
statistially equivalent with respet to the distribution of negative links. Consequently, the
transition takes always plae at the same value of pd, irrespetively of the spei realisation
of the network. Aordingly, fd exhibits a sharp growth from 0 to 1, whih should beome
disontinuous in the thermodynami limit. This semi-qualitative analysis sheds light on the
role of the homogeneity of the distribution of negative links in dening the nature of the
destabilisation transition of full synhronisation. This eet of the network struture on the
olletive dynamis of the system is further studied in the following.
3.2 Numerial study of the unsynhronised regime
In the fully synhronised state, the phases of all rotators are at the stable xed point φs.
The Kuramoto order parameter reahes its maximum value ρ = 1, whereas the absene of
any kind of olletive motion implies that both the Shinomoto-Kuramoto parameter ζ and
the urrent J vanish. As full synhronisation breaks down, the parameter ρ is expeted to
derease, and ζ and J an adopt non-zero values, as was shown in [7℄. In this setion, we
present numerial results illustrating the behaviour of the order parameters as a funtion of
the fration of repulsive links pd, for ensembles of dierent sizes, with C = 4, κ = 10, and
ω = 0.98.
Figure 2 illustrates the dynamis of the rotator ensemble for three values of the fration
of pd. Results orrespond to numerial integration of Eq. (6) for a system of N = 50 rotators.
In the left olumn, we show the time evolution of the olletive phase Ψ(t) together with that
of ten representative rotators. In panel (b), whih orresponds to an intermediate value of
pd, the rotators pulse in synhrony and, onsequently, the olletive phase performs periodi
rotations. We identify this behaviour with the regime of global ring. In the right olumn, we
show the evolution of the parameter ρ(t), dened in Eq. (2), for the same realisations. The
degree of synhronisation, measured by the time average of ρ(t), dereases as the fration of
repulsive interations grows.
In the three lower panels of Fig. 1 we plot the order parameters ρ, ζ, and J as funtions of
the fration of repulsive links. As expeted, the deay in ρ is initially aompanied by growth
in both ζ and J . As pd inreases, the urrent keeps growing indiating that, on average, the
ring frequeny of individual rotators is also inreasing. The Shinomoto-Kuramoto parameter
ζ attains a maximum at an intermediate value of pd and then dereases. This is an indiation
that global synhronous ring ours when full synhronisation is unstable and for moderate
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values of pd. Larger frations of negative links, however, make the dynamial oherene of
the population derease, and global ring beomes less distint.
These results in partiular, the existene of and intermediate range of the probability
pd where global ring is most onspiuous are in qualitative agreement with the olletive
behaviour of rotator ensembles where the disorder assoiated with repulsive interations
is replaed by noise and/or ensemble heterogeneity [7℄. However, a notieable quantitative
dierene resides in that, in the present ase, the range of global ring beomes narrower
as the system grows in size. The results of Fig. 1 suggest that global ring may disappear
for suiently large ensembles. An explanation for this ollapse an be put forward realling
that the instability transition of full synhronisation beomes sharper as N grows (f. the
uppermost panel of Fig. 1). As disussed at the end of setion 3.1, for large systems, the
number of repulsive links is statistially the same for all rotators. At the transition, all
rotators abandon simultaneously the stable xed point φs and, onsequently, the ensemble
adopts a highly disorganised phase onguration. In small systems, on the other hand, the
transition is gradual. The stable xed point is rst abandoned by those rotators with a large
number of repulsive links, whih an be thus entrained into global synhronous ring.
This explanation indiates that, if it were possible to design a random network where
the heterogeneity in the distribution of repulsive links is maintained as the system grows in
size, the regime of global ring would persist for arbitrary large systems. In setion 4 we
introdue a proedure to onstrut suh a heterogeneous network, and numerially verify
that the range where global ring ours does not ollapse as N grows. We also propose an
interpolation between that kind of heterogeneous networks and Erd®s-Rényi networks, and
analyse global ring on these intermediate strutures.
4 Heterogeneous networks
In this setion, we introdue a method to onstrut a lass of networks where the distribution
of links per site preserves its heterogeneity as the size N inreases. Speially, the dispersion
in the number of links per site is, in these networks, proportional to N so that the relative
width of the distribution does not hange with the size. Aording to the disussion at the
end of setion 3, the eets of heterogeneity observed in small random networks of repulsive
links, whih disappear beause of self-averaging in the random distribution of links, should
persist in these new strutures. In partiular, we expet to nd global ring even in large
ensembles.
4.1 Constrution of a heterogeneous network
To build up our heterogeneous network of repulsive links, we start by taking a random
network of size N0 and wiring probability pd. The average number of links per site is k¯0 ∼
pdN0, while its mean square dispersion is σ0 ∼
√
pdN0. Let Nj be the set of the kj neighbours
of site j. We now onsiderM idential replias of the starting network, whih we use to build
up a network of size N = MN0. In eah one of these replias, say in replia m, we identify
the site jm whih is homologous to the site j of the starting network. The M replias are
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Figure 3: A heterogeneous network onstruted starting by a network of N0 = 4 sites, and
onsisting of two replias of the starting network. Bold lines stand for links inside eah replia,
and thin lines orrespond to links onneting dierent replias.
linked by onneting eah site jm with all the neighbours of all its homologous sites in all
the replias. In other words, the site jm beomes linked to the kjM members of the sets Nj1 ,
Nj2 , ..., NjM . Figure 3 illustrates the resulting network in a simple ase. By onstrution,
the number of neighbours of eah site in the nal struture equals M times the number
neighbours of the homologous site in the starting network. Therefore, the average number of
links per site and the mean square dispersion are, respetively,
k¯ = MpdN0 = Mk¯0 = pdN, (11)
and
σ = Mσ0 = Nσ0/N0. (12)
As advaned above, for xed N0, both the mean value and the dispersion in the distribution
of links of the resulting network grow linearly with the number of sites N . The relative
dispersion is thus independent of the network size.
Let M0 and M be the adjaeny matries of the starting network and the resulting
network, respetively. It is possible to show that, if λ0 is an eigenvalue M0, then λ = Mλ0 =
Nλ0/N0 is an eigenvalue of M, with multipliity N0. The remaining eigenvalues are equal
to zero. A similar relation holds for the matrix N of Eq. (8). This result diers from the
predition of the semiirle law, whih stands for purely random matries and states that λ ∼√
N [21℄. Sine, in Eq. (8), both M and N are divided by the network size N , the maximum
eigenvalue of J whih is in turn determined by the maximum (positive) eigenvalue of M
does not depend on N . Thus, for xed N0, the ritial point at whih full synhronisation
beomes unstable is independent of the size.
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Figure 4: The order parameters as funtions of the fration of repulsive links pd, in the absene
of rewiring, pf = 0. Dierent urves, whih are however pratially oinident, orrespond to
sizes N = 100, 200, 400, and 1000. In all ases, the network of negative links is onstruted from
a starting network of N0 = 20 sites. The other parameters are C = 4, κ = 2, and ω = 0.98.
Clearly, the network resulting from our onstrution is not fully random. In fat, beause
of the interonnetion of all the homologous sites, it an be shown to have a large luster-
ing oeient [20℄. To interpolate between this struture and a fully random network, we
introdue a mehanism of link rewiring, in the spirit of small-world networks [22℄. Starting
from the heterogeneous network onstruted above, we visit eah site and, with probability
pf , rewire eah of its links to a randomly hosen site all over the system. For pf = 1, a fully
random network is obtained. In the following, we study the olletive behaviour of an ensem-
ble of globally oupled rotators whose network of repulsive interations is build as desribed
here, in terms of the parameters pd and pf .
4.2 Numerial results
In our numerial analysis, the networks of repulsive links introdued in setion 4.1 are built
starting from random networks of N0 = 20 sites, and their nal sizes are N = 100, 200, 400,
and 1000. Also, we x C = 4, κ = 2, and ω = 0.98.
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Figure 5: The order parameters as funtions of the rewiring probability pf , for a xed fration
of repulsive links, pd = 0.2. Dierent urves orrespond to sizes N = 100 (⋄), 200 (△), 400 (◦),
and 1000 (). In all ases, the network of negative links is onstruted from a starting network
of N0 = 20 sites. The other parameters are C = 4, κ = 2, and ω = 0.98.
Figure 4 shows results for the order parameters ρ, ζ, and J as funtions of the fration of
repulsive links pd, in the absene of rewiring, pf = 0. Dierent urves orrespond to dierent
sizes N . We see that, as expeted, the order parameters are essentially independent of the
system size. In partiular, the regime of global ring signalled, for intermediate values of pd,
by the maximum in the Shinomoto-Kuramoto parameter learly persists for large ensembles.
Figure 5 shows the order parameters as funtions of the rewiring probability pf , for a
xed fration of negative links, pd = 0.2 whih orresponds, approximately, to the maximum
ommon ring ativity in the ase pf = 0, see gure 4. The Shinomoto-Kuramoto parameter
ζ is pratially independent ofN for small and large pf , but exhibits a substantial dependene
on the size for intermediate wiring probabilities. As may be expeted from our results on
Erd®s-Rényi networks, in this intermediate zone, ζ is larger for smaller ensembles.
Finally, Fig. 6 summarises the dependene of the order parameters on the probabilities pd
and pf for an ensemble of N = 400 rotators. The graphs represent numerial results averaged
over series of 100 realisation for eah parameter set.
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Figure 6: The order parameters for an ensemble of N = 400 rotators (N0 = 20) as funtions
of the fration of negative links pd and the rewiring probability pf . The other parameters are
C = 4, κ = 2, and ω = 0.98.
5 Conlusion
In this paper, we have shown that like noise and ensemble heterogeneity [7℄ strutural
disorder in a network of interating exitable rotators an indue global ring of the en-
semble. This form of olletive dynamis is here a onsequene of the presene of a fration
of repulsive ouplings, randomly sattered all over the interation network. These repulsive
interations destabilise the state of full synhronisation when their number and intensity are
large enough. Just beyond this desynhronisation transition, for intermediate values of the
fration of repulsive ouplings, the ensemble is entrained in a regime where many rotators
are oherently exited, and global ring is triggered. While the results of this paper support
the general mehanism for global ring put forward in [7℄, it is important to stress that
the partiular mehanism at work in the system studied here is quite dierent. In [7℄ the
rotators showed heterogeneity in the form of dispersion in the natural frequenies ωi. As the
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dispersion inreased a fration of the rotators had natural frequenies in the osillatory range
ωi > 1. Those rotators would spontaneously re if they were isolated. When oupled, they
pull the other rotators into an state of olletive ring. In the system studied in this paper,
on the other hand, the mehanism of destabilisation is produed by the eet that negative
ouplings have on individual rotators, but these would never re if isolated. In both ases,
however, it is the diversity, either in the natural frequenies or in the number of negative
links, that produes the global eet. In fat, when the pattern of repulsive ouplings forms
an Erd®s-Rényi random network the regime of global ring is progressively suppressed as
the size of the ensemble grows. This eet an be asribed to that, as the network beomes
larger, there is self-averaging in its degree distribution, so that the number of neighbours per
site beomes inreasingly homogeneous. This homogeneity sharpens the desynhronisation
transition and, at the same time, auses the ollapse of the zone where global ring is pos-
sible for smaller systems. To avoid this eet of self-averaging whih learly illustrates how
inreasing homogeneity an inhibit ertain forms of oherent behaviour we have introdued
an algorithm to onstrut partially random networks whose degree distribution maintains its
relative dispersion as the network grows. In this ase, in fat, the order parameters whih
haraterise the marosopi behaviour of the rotator ensemble beome essentially indepen-
dent of the size. In partiular, the regime of global ring persists for large systems.
The present results extend previous work on the eets of diversity of various origins over
the olletive dynamis of omplex systems. These forms of diversity inlude now heteroge-
neous interation patterns, with positive (attrative) and negative (repulsive) ouplings. The
extension is thus relevant to suh systems as neural networks, where interations of dierent
signs are present in the form of ativator and inhibitory synapses [10℄.
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